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10 -Dive-Gordan Korman- In this book 4 kids go on a adventure to find
a treasure in the Caribbean waters. I chose this book for number 10
because,although there is many twist and turns,there was not much
intensity and the genre was not my type. But the author is pretty
good.

9 -Worlds Dumbest Crooks-?- In this book the is a variety of scams
crooks try to acomplish...but sonehow I don't think they covered up
their tracks all that good! There is not a real point to this book
but it is really funny and the stories are short enough so you can
just stop anywhere!

8 -Night Of The Living Dummy-R.L Stine- In this book two girls who
want to become a ventriloquist get a new dummy,they both fight over
it...but the dummy has other plans then to be played with. This is a
really good book for people who likes suspense. The only thing wrong
is that the book should have a bit more details. 

7 -James And The Giant Peach-Roald Dahl- A young boy and a couple of
insects go on a BIG adventure on a peach...but unfortunately their
road is not so smooth. This book is really funny and can bring a
smile on anyone's face. I recomend this for a childrens night time
story.

6 -Diary Of A Wimpy Kid-Jeff Kinley- Greg,the middle child of
three,has gotten in a bit in a pickle. His mom has bought him a diary
to keep track of his life in middle school,but Greg dosen't feel
comfy with the fact that anyone could find it...at anytime. This book
is good for a craving of humor and is a easy read.

5 -Off The Crossbar-David Skuy-A boy is new to a town and has joined
the local Hockey team. But in his first pickup game,he shows off too
much for the other boys likings. I love this book beacause of the
genre and how intense it is.

4 -Shattered-Eric Walters- A man helps out in the local soup kitchen
for homeless people,and while he is there he meets a former military
soldier. There he realizes the hard life's if the homeless.I like
this book becuase the genre is good. It could use better words.

3 -Monster Survival Guide-R.L Stine- In this book it show anything
and everything you need to know about the horrors in horror land.
Although it is interesting there is NO real point or meaning.



2 -Hunger Games-Susanne Collins- Katniss,a girl from district 12 is
chose to play in the deadly annual Hunger Games. This is the best
series of books love the author. Could use less big words.(WHOLE
PACKAGE!)

1 -Catching Fire-Susanne Collins- Katniss and Peeta (the winners from
previous hunger games)...is in for another time,betraying the most
inportant rule. With Katniss “pregnat”,getting married, and trying to
stay alive....it wont be easy.(WHOLE PACKAGE!)...I just wish the
story was a little more understandable.
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